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Abstract

The final results of the ALEPH search for the Standart Model Higgs boson at LEP, with data collected in the year 2000 at
center-of-mass energies up to 209 GeV, are presented. The changes with respect to the preceding publication are described and
a complete study of systematic effects is reported. The findings of this final analysis confirm the preliminary results published
in November 2000 shortly after the closing down of the LEP collider: a significant excess of events is observed, consistent with
the production of a 115 GeV/c2 Standard Model Higgs boson.

The final results of the searches for the neutral Higgs bosons od the MSSM are also reported, in terms of limits onmh, mA
and tanβ.

Limits are also set onmh in the case of invisible decays. 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In November 2000, ten days after the closing
down of the LEP collider, the ALEPH Collaboration
published the preliminary findings [1] of their search
for the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson [2]. An
excess of events was found in the data collected
in the year 2000 at centre-of-mass energies up to
209 GeV, in agreement with the production of a 114–
115 GeV/c2 SM Higgs boson. The probability that
this excess is consistent with the background-only
hypothesis was determined to be at the level of a few
permil, corresponding to a∼ 3σ effect. The other
three LEP experiments have also reported their search
results [3–5].

In this Letter, after a brief reminder in Section 2
of the overall analysis methodology, the changes
with respect to the preliminary analysis presented in
Ref. [1] are described. These minor modifications
mostly affect the four-jet channel hqq̄, arising from the
e+e− → hZ Higgsstrahlung process with subsequent
hadronic decays of the Higgs and Z bosons, in which
the three highest-purity events were selected. They
also affect, although to a lesser extent, the other three
main topologies, i.e., the missing energy channel hνν̄,
the leptonic channel h�+�−, where � is either an
electron or a muon, and the final states with taus
τ+τ−qq̄, when either the Higgs or the Z boson decays
to τ+τ−.

The final updates to the analysis, described in
Section 3 together with their effect on the result, are
fourfold:

• the data sample was reprocessed with the final
detector calibration and alignment constants for
the year 2000;

• the precise knowledge of the LEP centre-of-mass
energy was propagated to the final results;

• additional simulated event samples were produced
for a statistically more accurate prediction of the
Standard Model backgrounds;

• an algorithm was developed to reject beam-related
backgrounds and was applied in the four-jet chan-
nel.

The results of the final combination of the searches
for the Standard Model Higgs boson, with these
updates included, are given in Section 4, followed by

a complete discussion of the systematic uncertainties
in Section 5. Other relevant details of the analysis can
be found in Ref. [1].

The search for the b̄bbb̄ and b̄bτ+τ− final states,
which may arise from the associated production
e+e− → hA in two-Higgs doublet models, was also
updated in the framework of the Minimal Supersym-
metric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) with
the data collected in the year 2000. The final combi-
nation of the hZ and hA searches with the results ob-
tained at lower energies [6,7] is presented in Section 6.

Finally, possible invisible decays of a Higgs boson
produced via the Higgsstrahlung process were inves-
tigated with the data collected in the year 2000. The
result of the combination with earlier searches [7,8] is
reported in Section 7.

2. Search methodology

In order to provide mutually cross-checked results,
the Higgs boson search is carried out in two alternative
“streams”, the first relying mostly on neural networks
(NN) for the event selections, and the second on
sequential cuts. The final results are those obtained
in the NN stream. In the hZ search, the two streams
differ in the treatment of the two most powerful
search channels: the four-jet and the missing energy
final states. The treatment of the h�+�− andτ+τ−qq̄
channels is identical in the two streams. The defining
characteristics of the cut stream and of the NN stream
are summarized in Table 1.

The event selection criteria of the different search
channels, used for the analysis of the 2000 data [1],
are very similar to those used for the 1999 data [7]. For
the results presented in this letter the event selections
are identical to those of Ref. [1], with only one
improvement (described in detail in Section 3.4) made
to the four-jet selection.

In each search channel the likelihood of a signal
in the data is quantified by means of an extended
likelihood ratioQ [9]

Q= Ls+b
Lb

= e−(s+b)

e−b
nobs∏

i=1

sfs( 	Xi)+ bfb( 	Xi)

bfb( 	Xi)
,

which combines information about the numbers of
events observed (nobs) and expected in both the
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Table 1
The main features of the two analysis streams. For each search channel (hqq̄, hνν̄ , etc.) the type of event selection (“Cuts” or “NN”) is indicated.
The observablesX denote the discriminant variables used for the calculation of the likelihood ratio:Mrec denotes generically the reconstructed
mass, as defined for the given channel [1], and NNoutput refers to the output of the NN used for the event selection

Search channel Cut stream NN stream

Event Discriminant Event Discriminant
selection variable(s) selection variable(s)

hqq̄ Cuts X =Mrec NN 	X = (Mrec, NNoutput)

hνν̄ Cuts X =Mrec NN 	X = (Mrec,btag)

h�+�− Cuts 	X = (Mrec,bτtag) Cuts 	X = (Mrec,bτtag)

τ+τ−qq̄ NN X =Mrec NN X =Mrec

background-only (b) and the signal (s + b) hypothe-
ses. It also contains information, through the signal
and background probability density functions (pdf’s)
fs andfb, that provides additional discrimination be-
tween the two hypotheses. The pdf’s are evaluated for
each observed candidatei, with measured discrimi-
nant variables	Xi . The discriminant variable(s) used
in each search channel of the two analysis streams are
listed in Table 1. The likelihood ratio for the combined
search is the product of the likelihood ratios of the in-
dividual search channels.

The cut stream uses mostly the reconstructed mass
Mrec [1] as a single discriminant. The exception is the
h�+�− channel: in this case, as the event selection
has no b-tagging cuts, the inclusion of the second
discriminant (to tag b andτ jets) is necessary.

3. Analysis updates

The updates made to the analysis of Ref. [1],
mentioned in Section 1, are described in detail in
the following subsections. The effect of each of these
updates on the significance of the observed excess [1]
is displayed in Table 2. The properties of the most
significant four-jet candidates, after all the analysis
updates are taken into account, are listed in Table 3.

3.1. Final processing

The data were reprocessed with the final detector
calibration and alignment constants. This reprocess-
ing resulted in the recovery of 1 pb−1 of data. The
total integrated luminosity for the year 2000 isL =
217.2 pb−1.

Table 2
The successive effect of the analysis changes on the maximum
significance of the observed excess, for the two alternative analysis
streams

Update Cut stream NN stream

Significance [1] 3.06σ 2.96σ
Final processing +0.21σ −0.14σ
LEP

√
s – –

Additional simulated
event samples −0.36σ −0.14σ

Beam-background +0.13σ +0.14σ

Final significance 3.04σ 2.82σ

The reprocessing can change by small amounts the
value of measured event properties such as the recon-
structed Higgs boson mass or the b-tagging probabil-
ities. Events close to some of the selection cuts may
therefore move into or out of the selected sample.
About 95% of the data events selected previously were
also selected after the final processing. More specif-
ically, the most signal-like events, i.e., those with a
large contribution to the log-likelihood ratio−2 lnQ,
are still selected after the final processing.

In the cut-based four-jet channel, a new event
is selected with a reconstructed Higgs boson mass
of 111.8 GeV/c2. Prior to the reprocessing, this
event narrowly failed one of the b-tagging cuts. The
two Higgs-candidate jets have b-tagging values of
0.870 and 0.965, whereas the Z-candidate jets have
b-tag values of 0.096 and 0.277. (The output of the
neural network b-tagging algorithm ranges from 0.0
for light-quark jets, to 1.0 for b-quark jets.) The
missing energy of the event is 70 GeV and the total
missing momentum is below 10 GeV/c. A probable
explanation for the large missing energy and low
missing momentum is that two energetic neutrinos
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were produced almost back to back by two b-quark
semileptonic decays. Indeed, in one of the b-tagged
jets, an identified muon has a momentum of 1.7 GeV/c

transverse to the jet axis and is therefore consistent
with a semileptonic decay of a b hadron. Another
low-momentum muon is observed opposite to this jet,
which further substantiates this hypothesis.

In the cut stream, where only the reconstructed
mass information is used as a discriminant, the event
is assigned a weight ln(1 + sfs/bfb) = 0.27 atmh =
115 GeV/c2. In the NN stream, this event was already
selected prior to the final processing. The event has
a NN output of 0.90, and is therefore assigned a
relatively low weight compared to the most significant
candidates [1].

3.2. LEP centre-of-mass energy

In the most recently available determination [10],
the centre-of-mass energies are, on average, smaller
than those used in Ref. [1] by∼ 140 MeV. When this
effect is taken into account, the reconstructed Higgs
boson masses of the candidate events are reduced by
the same amount, and the number of signal events
expected to be produced decreases from 10.1 to 9.5
for mh = 115 GeV/c2. The impact on the observed
significance is negligible.

3.3. Additional simulated event samples

In order to further reduce the statistical uncer-
tainty in the event selection efficiencies and in the
pdf’s, significantly larger event samples were gener-
ated. In particular, additional simulated background
samples for the e+e− → bb̄(γ ), cc̄(γ ), W+W− and
ZZ processes were generated at centre-of-mass ener-

gies
√
s = 206.0, 206.7 and 207.0 GeV. The existing

signal samples were also supplemented with samples
of e+e− → hqq̄ and hνν̄ events at

√
s = 206.7 GeV.

While most of these additional samples were used in
the NN stream for the preliminary results [1], they
have only been included in the cut stream for this Let-
ter.

3.4. Control of beam-induced backgrounds

In one of the most significant four-jet events, called
“candidate b” in Table 3, a 22 GeV energy deposit
is observed at small polar angle, in the plane of the
collider.

This deposit does not fit the hypothesis that it is part
of the event. The total measured energy is considerably
larger than

√
s and the total measured momentum

is aligned with that of the deposit. A reasonable
kinematic fit quality is obtained only if this deposit is
assumed to be extraneous to the event, i.e., produced
by a beam-induced background particle.

It is indeed possible to observe large energy clus-
ters from this background source. For example, in
0.89% (0.48%) of events triggered at random beam
crossings, a deposit of energy in excess of 3(10) GeV
is observed. The angular position of the most ener-
getic cluster observed within 12◦ of the beam axis,
in the randomly-triggered event sample, is shown in
Fig. 1(a). The overwhelming majority of the beam-
induced background particles are at very small polar
angles and in the plane of the collider.

As this type of background is not simulated, a pro-
cedure to identify and remove beam-background clus-
ters had to be developed. The most energetic cluster
with energy greater than 3 GeV,|cosθ |> 0.998 and
which is isolated by at least 8◦ with respect to any

Table 3
Details of the five four-jet candidates selected with an event weight greater than 0.3 atmh = 115GeV/c2 in either the NN or cut streams. Jets 3
and 4 are the Higgs boson jets. The weightw = ln (1+ sfs/bfb) of the candidates in each stream is also given. For candidatee, the jet pairing
shown is only selected in the cut stream

Candidate Mrec b-tagging Four-jet wNN wcut

(Run/Event) (GeV/c2) Jet 1 Jet 2 Jet 3 Jet 4 NN

a (56698/7455) 109.9 0.999 0.831 0.999 0.197 0.999 0.59 0.25
b (56065/3253) 114.4 0.996 0.663 1.000 0.996 0.997 1.44 0.81
c (54698/4881) 114.1 0.124 0.012 0.998 0.999 0.997 1.76 0.61
d (56366/0955) 114.4 0.201 0.051 0.998 0.956 0.933 0.41 0.62
e (55982/6125) 114.4 0.071 0.306 0.449 0.998 0.687 – 0.63
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other particle in the event, is fitted to each of the fol-
lowing three hypotheses.

• The identified cluster is part of the event. In this
case, the identified cluster is assigned to one of
the four jets by the jet clustering procedure. The
jets are subsequently fitted to the total energy- and
momentum-conservation constraints.

• The identified cluster is, more specifically, as-
sumed to be an ISR photon. In this case, the rest
of the event is forced to form four jets. These
jets are fitted to the total energy- and momentum-
conservation constraints, modified to account for

the momentum imbalance caused by the hypothet-
ical ISR photon.

• The identified cluster is assumed to originate from
a beam-induced background particle. In this case
too, the rest of the event is forced to form four
jets. These jets are subsequently fitted to the total
energy- and momentum-conservation constraints.

Theχ2 values of these fits are henceforth designated
χ2

norm, χ
2
ISR andχ2

beam, respectively. The ratio

R = min(χ2
norm, χ

2
ISR)

χ2
beam

Fig. 1. (a) The angular distribution of the most energetic cluster observed within 12◦ of the beam axis, in a sample of events from
randomly-triggered beam crossings. Only clusters withE > 3 GeV are shown. The candidate eventb is indicated by the cross in the upper-left
corner. The plane of the collider is defined byφ = 0 andπ . (b) The distribution ofR for the events selected by the cut-based four-jet search,
for the expected SM background with (shaded histogram) and without (hatched histogram) contamination from beam-related background, and
for the data (dots with error bars).

Table 4
The expected numbers of signal and background events and the numbers of observed candidates in each search channel, for the two analysis
streams (“NN” and “Cut”). The signal expectation is determined atmh = 115GeV/c2

Search channel Signal expected Background expected Events observed

hqq̄ (NN) 3.0 47.7 53
hqq̄ (cut) 1.8 23.9 33
hνν̄ (NN) 1.0 37.7 39
hνν̄ (cut) 0.9 19.8 21
h�+�− 0.4 30.8 30
τ+τ−qq̄ 0.3 13.7 15

NN stream total 4.7 129.9 137
Cut stream total 3.4 88.2 99
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Fig. 2. The log-likelihood ratio,−2 ln Q, as a function of the test massmh for (a) the NN stream and (b) the cut stream, with all data taken from
189–209 GeV. The solid line is the result obtained from the data. The average result of background-only simulated experiments is indicated by
the dashed line; the light and dark shaded bands around the background expectation contain 68% and 95% of the simulated background-only
experiments, respectively. The dash-dotted curves indicate the expected position of the median log-likelihood when the latter is calculated at a
massmh and includes a signal at that same mass.

is expected to be larger for events containing a beam-
background particle. The distribution ofR for the total
expected SM background is shown in Fig. 1(b), before
and after it is “contaminated” with beam-background
clusters obtained from a sample of randomly-triggered
events. Events in which no energetic, isolated, small-
angle cluster is found are assignedR = 0. Events with
R > 2.0 are tagged as containing a beam-background
particle and the identified cluster of energy is removed
from the event prior to jet clustering and kinematic
fitting. The remaining events are treated according to
the first hypothesis.

The efficiency of the beam-background cleaning
procedure, determined by running the algorithm on
a contaminated background sample, is 28% (50%)
for events with energy deposits in excess of 3 GeV
(10 GeV). The purity of the identification procedure is
close to 100%.

At the final selection level 1.2% of the simulated
events are affected (i.e., newly selected, no longer
selected, or with anMrec value changed by at least
1 GeV/c2) by the contamination. This fraction is re-
duced to 0.4% after the cleaning procedure is applied.
The corresponding changes to the selection efficien-
cies are statistically insignificant and the changes in
the pdf’s imperceptible.

When applied to the data, the cleaning algorithm
identifies only one event (candidateb) as containing a
beam-induced energy deposit. The deposit is therefore
ignored in the analysis of this event, and the recon-
structed Higgs mass (neural network output) changes
from 112.8 GeV/c2 (0.996) to 114.4 GeV/c2 (0.997).

4. Results of the SM Higgs search

In the 217.2 pb−1 of data collected during the year
2000, 137 (99) events were selected in the NN (cut)
stream, with 129.9 (88.2) expected from Standard
Model backgrounds. The distribution of the events
among the four search channels is shown in Table 4.
The mass distributions are very similar to those of
Ref. [1].

The log-likelihood ratio, shown in Fig. 2(a) as a
function of the test massmh, includes the data col-
lected at smaller centre-of-mass energies [6,7]. The
large negative values of the observed log-likelihood
ratio indicate that the data favour the signal hypoth-
esis over the background-only hypothesis. The most
likely Higgs boson mass, corresponding to the mini-
mum of−2 ln Q, is aroundmh = 115 GeV/c2 for the
NN stream. At this mass the likelihood for the signal
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hypothesis,Ls+b, is 28.6 times larger than the like-
lihood of the background-only hypothesis,Lb. In the
cut stream a similar result is observed (Fig. 2(b)), with
a preferred signal mass closer tomh = 114.5 GeV/c2

and a factor 21.9 between the likelihoods of the two
hypotheses. The probability (denoted 1− cb) that this
ratio be even larger than observed in the background-
only hypothesis is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of
mh. At the minimum of 1− cb, this probability is
2.4 × 10−3 (1.1 × 10−3) in the NN (cut) stream, cor-
responding to an excess of 2.82 (3.04) standard devi-
ations.32 At the minimum of the likelihood ratio, the
significance of the excess is 2.70 (2.87) standard de-
viations. It is consistent with the signal expectation at
the 1.06 (1.29) standard deviations level.

Due to the observed excess, the 95% C.L. lower
limit of 111.5 GeV/c2 set onmh in the NN stream
search is well below the limit of 114.2 GeV/c2

expected in the absence of a signal. For comparison,
a lower limit of 110.4 GeV/c2 is set in the cut stream,
with 113.6 GeV/c2 expected.

5. Systematic uncertainties

The results given in Section 4 include systematic
uncertainties, incorporated according to the method
of Ref. [12]. However, the significance of the ex-
cess might be affected by systematic uncertainties in
a different manner. The systematic studies were there-
fore extended to estimate the impact of the dominant
sources on the measured confidence levels (Fig. 3), es-
pecially aroundmh = 116 GeV/c2, where 1− cb is
smallest. The uncertainties in the hνν̄ channel were
found to be negligible. The different systematic uncer-
tainty sources and their impact on the observed signif-
icance are summarized in Table 5 and are discussed
below. The uncertainties on the background dominate
over those on the signal.

32 The LEP Higgs working group [11] has adopted a different
convention, using a double-sided Gaussian, to convert probability
into standard deviations. Under that convention the significance of
the excess is 3.04 standard deviations in the NN stream and 3.25
standard deviations in the cut stream.

Table 5
Variation in the significance of the observed excess in the two analy-
sis streams, atmh = 116 GeV/c2, due to the various systematic er-
ror sources

Systematic source Cut stream NN stream

Simulated statistics:
−τ+τ−qq̄ ±0.04σ ±0.02σ
−h�+�− ±0.02σ ±0.02σ
−hqq̄ ±0.11σ ±0.07σ
Tagging of b jets ±0.06σ ±0.08σ
Gluon splitting ±0.04σ ±0.04σ

Jet resolutions ±0.07σ ±0.05σ
Selection variables:
−h�+�− ±0.03σ ±0.03σ
−hqq̄ ±0.03σ ±0.05σ
αS ±0.04σ ±0.06σ

5.1. Statistics of simulated samples

To a large extent, the separation power between
the background-only and the signal hypotheses comes
from the inclusion of the discriminant variable pdf’s
in the likelihood ratio definition. It is especially so
for a signal close to threshold, for which the event
rate is low. The statistical uncertainty on the pdf’s,
which arises from the finite statistics of the simulated
samples, may therefore have an important impact on
the significance of the observed excess.

The small correlation between the two discriminant
variables of the NN-based four-jet search, ignored in
the pdf’s, was propagated to the observed significance.
The resulting correction is small, and its uncertainty
is limited by the finite statistics of the simulated
samples. The systematic uncertainty on the correction
is estimated to be half the size of the correction.

In the remaining search channels, the systematic
uncertainty due to the limited size of the simulated
samples was determined by comparing pdf’s fitted to
statistically independent samples of simulated events.
For instance, in the cut-based four-jet channel, the
estimated uncertainties in the pdf’s in the high re-
constructed mass region are±1.5% for the signal,
and ±10–20% for the main background processes,
e+e− → qq̄, WW and ZZ. The reconstructed mass
pdf’s were altered by±1σ of these estimated uncer-
tainties. This alteration of the pdf’s was applied to
the 3 GeV/c2-wide region leading up to the kinematic
thresholdMrec = √

s−mZ, where the most significant
candidates are observed. Similarly, the reconstructed
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Fig. 3. The observed (solid curve) and expected confidence levels for the background-only (dashed curve) and the signal (dash-dotted curve)
hypotheses as a function of the Higgs boson test mass for (a) the NN stream and (b) the cut stream.

mass pdf’s in the h�+�− andτ+τ−qq̄ channels were
locally altered according to their estimated uncertainty
in the regionMrec = 116± 2 GeV/c2.

5.2. Tagging of b jets

It has been determined [6,13] that the track impact
parameter resolution is 5–10% better in the simulation
than in the calibration data taken at dedicated runs at
the Z peak. This is the main limitation of the simula-
tion of the most relevant b-tagging distributions. The
agreement between data and simulation is restored by
smearing the track parameters in the simulation.

The smearing effectively results in correcting the
signal and background event selection efficiencies.
The systematic uncertainty on the efficiencies was es-
timated to be half the size of the correction. The event
selection efficiencies were therefore varied accord-
ingly, under the assumption that the b-rich processes
(e.g., hZ, ZZ, Ze+e−) are fully correlated.

5.3. Gluon splitting

The rate of gluon splitting to b̄b and c̄c quark pairs
is underestimated in the simulation of the e+e− → qq̄
background. The measured splitting rates [14] are en-
forced by reweighting the four-jet events in the simula-
tion that include a g→ bb̄ or g→ cc̄ branching. Twice

the uncertainty of these measurements was conserva-
tively propagated to the observed significance.

5.4. Jet energy and angle resolutions

Small differences in the jet energy resolution and
jet energy scale are observed when comparing the data
and the simulation. The jet angular resolutions are also
found to be slightly better in the simulation.

The jets in the simulation were corrected [6] to
improve the agreement between the simulation and
the data, and a systematic uncertainty amounting to
half the size of the correction to the event selection
efficiencies was assumed.

5.5. Simulation of other selection variables

The systematic effects potentially originating from
event selection variables other than those related to
b-tagging were evaluated with an event reweighting
method [15]. For each variable the event weights were
determined by making the simulated distribution agree
with that in the data at a preselection level, i.e., with
ample statistics. The effect of this reweighting on
the selection efficiencies was assumed to be due to
a possible systematic effect. Only small corrections,
often statistically insignificant, were found and their
magnitude added in quadrature for all variables.
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5.6. Strong coupling constant

A ±5% uncertainty on the strong coupling constant
αS was propagated to the e+e− → qq̄ background.

When all the uncertainties on the observed signifi-
cance are added in quadrature, the total systematic un-
certainty is found to be±0.17σ for the cut stream and
±0.15σ for the NN stream.

6. Results in the context of the MSSM

In the MSSM, both the Higgstrahlung processes
e+e− → hZ, with a cross section proportional to
sin2(β − α), and the associated pair production
e+e− → hA, with a cross section proportional to
cos2(β − α), are searched for. Here, tanβ is the ra-
tio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs
doublets andα is the Higgs mixing angle in the CP-
even sector. As in the case of the SM Higgs bo-
son search, the search for the MSSM Higgs bosons
was also performed with the two alternative analysis
streams [7].

In the search for hA pair production, ten events
were selected in the 2000 data in the bb̄bb̄ chan-
nel, with 5.5 events expected from SM background
processes. This slight excess of events is fully corre-
lated with that observed in the four-jet channel of the
Standard Model Higgs boson search. In the bb̄τ+τ−
channel, three events were selected with 3.0 events ex-
pected.

The regions excluded at the 95% C.L. by the hZ
and the hA searches independently, as well as by their
combination, are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of
sin2(β − α) with SM branching fractions assumed for
the lighter CP-even Higgs boson h. The combined
search allows an absolute lower limit onmh of
89.8 GeV/c2 to be set at 95% C.L. These results
are also interpreted in the context of two MSSM
benchmark scenarios, called “no-mixing” scenario
and “mmax

h ” scenario, respectively [16]. The latter is
expected to lead to rather conservativemh and tanβ
exclusions, while the former is more favourable to
LEP searches. The 95% C.L. excluded domains in the
(mh, tanβ) plane are shown for these two benchmark
scenarios in Fig. 5, withmtop = 175 GeV/c2. The
overall limits onmh, mA and tanβ are summarized
in Table 6.

Fig. 4. The 95% C.L. exclusion contours for the hZ and hA searches
as a function of sin2(β − α) (dashed lines). The combined exclusion
is shown by the hatched area and the dotted line indicates the
expected exclusion.

The theoretical upper limit onmh for a given
tanβ (Figs. 5(a), (b)) depends onmtop. For mtop =
180 GeV/c2, the excluded tanβ range is significantly
reduced to[0.8,1.8] in the mmax

h scenario and to
[0.5,4.4] in the no-mixing scenario. The limits onmh
andmA are not affected.

7. Invisible Higgs boson search results

In models which allow the Higgs boson to decay
invisibly, the Higgstrahlung process gives rise to
observable final states with acoplanar lepton pairs
(Z → �+�−) and with acoplanar jets (Z→ qq̄). An
update of the searches [7,8] for these two topologies
is presented in this section, with the data collected in
2000.

The search for two acoplanar leptons was left
unchanged; seven events were selected, in agreement
with 6.7 events expected from background processes.

In the hadronic final state, the preselection was
tightened to improve the rejection of Weν events. The
energy of the less energetic hemisphere, formerly re-
quired to be nonzero [8], is now required to exceed 5%
of the centre-of-mass energy. The data taken in 1999
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Table 6
The excluded values (95% C.L.) ofmh, mA and tanβ in the two MSSM benchmark scenarios described in the text. The numbers in parentheses
are the expected limits. The results are shown for the two alternative analysis streams

NN stream Cut stream

No mixing mmax
h No mixing mmax

h

mh < (GeV/c2) 89.8 (91.3) 89.8 (91.3) 89.8 (90.8) 89.8 (90.8)
mA < (GeV/c2) 90.1 (91.6) 90.1 (91.6) 90.1 (91.3) 90.1 (91.1)
tanβ [0.5–6.2] [0.7–2.3] [0.5–5.0] [0.7–2.2]

Fig. 5. The experimentally excluded regions, at 95% C.L., in the(mh, tanβ) parameter space, for (a) the no-mixing and (b) themmax
h benchmark

scenarios. The lightly-hatched area is excluded experimentally. The dotted line indicates the expected exclusion limit.The dark-hatched areas
indicate theoretically forbidden parts of the parameter space.

[7] were studied with a set of three NN-based analyses,
with the selection cut sliding as a function of the Higgs
boson mass hypothesis. Each neural network was op-
timized for a given centre-of-mass energy (196, 200 or
202 GeV). If the distance to threshold

√
s −mh −mZ

is used as the sliding parameter rather than the Higgs
boson mass hypothesis,mh, the networks need neither
be re-trained nor re-optimized. The same analysis can
hence be applied to the numerous centre-of-mass en-
ergies scanned in the year 2000 with nearly optimal
neural network trainings and selection criteria at each
mass hypothesis. Altogether, 42 events were selected
in the data, compatible with the 48.6 events expected
from background processes.

These results are interpreted as a lower limit on
mh as a function ofξ2, the product of the invisible
branching fraction of the Higgs boson and a model-
dependent factor which reduces the Higgstrahlung
cross section with respect to that in the Standard

Model (Fig. 6). Forξ2 = 1, the observed mass lower
limit is 114.1 GeV/c2, for an expected 95% C.L. lower
limit of 112.6 GeV/c2.

8. Conclusion

The final results of the ALEPH search for the
Standard Model Higgs boson have been presented and
have been found to confirm the preliminary findings
reported in the ALEPH publication [1] that appeared
shortly after the closing down of LEP.

The analysis of all the data collected in the year
2000 up to centre-of-mass energies of 209 GeV has
been conducted with two parallel analyses,
a neural-network-basedstream and a cut-based stream.
Both streams have revealed an excess with∼ 3σ
significance, consistent with a Higgs signal around
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Fig. 6. Result of the search for an invisibly-decaying Higgs boson.
The observed (solid curve) and expected (dashed curve) exclusion
regions in the(mh, ξ2) plane.

115 GeV/c2. The probability that such an excess is
due to a fluctuation of the background is 2.4 × 10−3

for the NN stream. Most of this effect arises in the
four-jet search channel, as would be expected in the
signal hypothesis. A detailed study of the most impor-
tant systematic error sources has shown that the sig-
nificance of the observed excess is robust. A 95% C.L.
lower limit onmh is set at 111.5 GeV/c2.

In the framework of the MSSM, the searches for
the hZ and hA processes have allowed absolute lower
limits of 89.8 and 90.1 GeV/c2 to be set at 95% C.L.
on the h and A masses, and the range 0.7< tanβ < 2.3
to be excluded ifmtop = 175 GeV/c2. The search for
an invisibly decaying Higgs boson in hZ production
has allowed a 95% C.L. lower limit onmh to be set
at 114.1 GeV/c2, for a cross section equal to that in
the Standard Model and a 100% branching fraction to
invisible decays.
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